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より高き忠誠 A Higher Loyalty 2018-08
今こそ問う 指導者の倫理とは トランプ大統領にクビにされた元fbi長官が明かす 政権の裏側

WILD WEST Boxed Set: 150+ Western Classics in One Volume
2017-07-30
this collection of world s greatest western novels and stories include rip roarin cowboy adventures tales of the
famous outcasts the heroes of the wild west conniving villains and intriguing sagas introduction story of the cowboy
story of the outlaw novels stories riders of the purple sage saga zane grey ohio river trilogy dan barry series max
brand the virginian owen wister lin mclean leatherstocking series james f cooper flying u series b m bower cabin
fever rimrock trail j allan dunn breckinridge elkins series robert e howard in a hollow of the hills bret harte roughing
it mark twain outcasts of poker flat call of the wild jack london heart of the west o henry white fang wolf hunters
james oliver curwood gold hunters last of the plainsmen border legion smoke bellew country beyond lone star
ranger ronicky doone trilogy riders of the silences three partners man of the forest lure of the dim trails tennessee s
partner covered wagon emerson hough luck of roaring camp rustlers of pecos county pike bearfield series o
pioneers willa cather my Ántonia log of a cowboy andy adams two gun man charles alden seltzer short cut jackson
gregory astoria washington irving ungava r m ballantyne valley of silent men black jack whispering smith frank h
spearman a texas cow boy charles siringo trail horde golden dream ballantyne blue hotel stephen crane long
shadow girl from montana grace livingston hill hidden children robert w chambers where the trail divides desert trail
dane coolidge bride comes to yellow sky hidden water

スーパートイズ 2001-04-12
新世紀の幕開けを飾る感動のsf超大作 英国が世界に誇るsf作家ブライアン オールディスが 人工知能を備えたロボット少年と家族の 愛情 とは何かを問う珠玉のsf小説 映画原案となった表題作 スーパートイズ
3部作を始め 近未来を描いた秀作短編21作品を完全収録 鬼才スタンリー キューブリック監督との出会いから脚本化の作業についてなど 初めて明かされる a i 製作秘話も収録

Studies in Political Economy 1992
this book provides a broad ranging analysis of the global resurgence of right wing forces in the twenty first century
these parties organisations and social movements represent a break from right wing forces in interwar political
history in europe and the united states and the right wing dictatorships in latin america the book reflects on the
most appropriate conceptual categories to account for this phenomenon and whether terms such as populism
fascism authoritarianism or conservatism can explain the new manifestations of the right the book also explores
this through a range of national case studies written by country specialists focusing on austria italy spain argentina
brazil ecuador and the united states of america providing a much needed global perspective this book will be of
considerable interest to students and scholars of populism fascism right wing extremism and conservatism

マジック・バスアメリカ文化を走る 1996
when you re born without a trace no one knows you re a weapon i lie for her i hunt for her i kill for her and above all
i betray my mission for her she doesn t know why she doesn t care why i do treason comes in many forms love is
one of them our training taught me to be a sociopath a machine a pawn nothing more than a tool for a larger goal
without attachments or feelings our teachers forgot one important detail pawns shouldn t have hearts yet we do it
turns out our emotions are our greatest weapon and i know exactly where mine are aimed the first in an all new
series by usa today bestselling author meli raine

Global Resurgence of the Right 2021-07-27
after two world wars the great depression and experiments with socialism interrupted the liberal economic order
that began in the 19th century the world economy has recently returned to the level of globalization that it
previously enjoyed peruvian novelist mario vargas llosa embraces that development saying it is liberalism more
than any other doctrine that symbolizes the extraordinary advances that liberty has made in the long course of
human civilization in global fortune experts from four continents examine the financial turmoil that has
accompanied the return to a global economy and address the accusation of its critics that markets spread instability
and poverty the contributors also explore the role of the international monetary fund show that close ties between
business and government in south korea thailand and indonesia have led to massive malinvestments and assess
russia s record of reforms which according to andrei illarionov president putin s chief economic advisor has been
dismal the notion that capitalism has somehow failed is regrettable because the welfare of humanity is largely tied
to the fortune of capitalism itself capitalism prof rudiger dornbusch says made the 20th century one of unrivaled
prosperity enabling unprecedented improvements in the living standards of billions of people around the world
vargas llosa sums up the sentiments of the authors in this collection when he says we should celebrate the
achievements of liberalism with joy and serenity but without triumphalist hubris that which remains to be done is
more important still
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Forbes 2007
assessing the impact of germany s defeat on the policing of berlin this book addresses the reconstruction of the
police force as a crucial component of four power government as mark fenemore shows getting four nationalities to
work together to administer a complex major city was a unique undertaking never before attempted the situation
was made even more difficult by the conditions of hunger and desperation that caused a spike in crime the stage
was a city in ruins the capital of a defeated divided prostrate occupied country the audience the administrations
were playing to was a population deeply scarred by nazism total war cold hunger and mass rape dismembered
policing explores postwar berlin from the perspective of all four occupiers and of ordinary berliners fenemore
discusses how each occupation government sought to act as an advertisement for its country s respective cultural
values mores and system of governance as an international multi archival study the book draws on evidence in
french and german as well as in english using law enforcement as a lens it examines issues like mass rape the black
market interracial sex and political violence with hunger sexually motivated assault and dismembered body parts
featuring prominently it is reminiscent of ian mcewen s novel the innocent but based on real police files

The California Ranger 1933
どのように生きるべきか 幸福はどこからくるのか 逆境に どう立ち向かったらよいのか 世界の文明が生みだした偉大な思想がこの難問に取り組んできた その教えは 正しいか 現代心理学の成果に照らし合わせて吟
味

Stateless (Stateless #1) 2019-10-15
winner of columbia university s 2024 bancroft prize in american history 2024 spur award winner named a best civil
war book of 2023 by civil war monitor in continental reckoning renowned historian elliott west presents a sweeping
narrative of the american west and its vital role in the transformation of the nation in the 1840s by which time the
united states had expanded to the pacific what would become the west was home to numerous vibrant native
cultures and vague claims by other nations thirty years later it was organized into states and territories and bound
into the nation and world by an infrastructure of rails telegraph wires and roads and by a racial and ethnic order
with its indigenous peoples largely dispossessed and confined to reservations unprecedented exploration uncovered
the west s extraordinary resources beginning with the discovery of gold in california within days of the united states
acquiring the territory following the mexican american war as those resources were developed often by the most
modern methods and through modern corporate enterprise half of the contiguous united states was physically
transformed continental reckoning guides the reader through the rippling multiplying changes wrought in the
western half of the country arguing that these changes should be given equal billing with the civil war in this crucial
transition of national life as the west was acquired integrated into the nation and made over physically and
culturally the united states shifted onto a course of accelerated economic growth a racial reordering and
redefinition of citizenship engagement with global revolutions of science and technology and invigorated
involvement with the larger world the creation of the west and the emergence of modern america were intimately
related neither can be understood without the other with masterful prose and a critical eye west presents a fresh
approach to the dawn of the american west one of the most pivotal periods of american history

Global Fortune 2000-06-01
the first major biography of america s twenty eighth president in nearly two decades from one of america s
foremost woodrow wilson scholars a democrat who reclaimed the white house after sixteen years of republican
administrations wilson was a transformative president he helped create the regulatory bodies and legislation that
prefigured fdr s new deal and would prove central to governance through the early twenty first century including
the federal reserve system and the clayton antitrust act he guided the nation through world war i and although his
advocacy in favor of joining the league of nations proved unsuccessful he nonetheless established a new way of
thinking about international relations that would carry america into the united nations era yet wilson also
steadfastly resisted progress for civil rights while his attorney general launched an aggressive attack on civil
liberties even as he reminds us of the foundational scope of wilson s domestic policy achievements john milton
cooper jr reshapes our understanding of the man himself his wilson is warm and gracious not at all the dour puritan
of popular imagination as the president of princeton his encounters with the often rancorous battles of academe
prepared him for state and national politics just two years after he was elected governor of new jersey wilson now a
leader in the progressive movement won the democratic presidential nomination and went on to defeat theodore
roosevelt and william howard taft in one of the twentieth century s most memorable presidential elections ever the
professor wilson relied on the strength of his intellectual convictions and the power of reason to win over the
american people john milton cooper jr gives us a vigorous lasting record of wilson s life and achievements this is a
long overdue revelatory portrait of one of our most important presidents particularly resonant now as another
president seeks to change the way government relates to the people and regulates the economy

Dismembered Policing in Postwar Berlin 2023-04-06
since its inaugural issue november 2020 through diligent effort and teamwork by our editors our new york based
contemporary china review has published four issues in chinese and now the second issue in english contemporary
china review has established itself with a growing reputation attracted attention from scholars and libraries
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including library of congress among the academia drew recognition from experts in think tanks specialized in u s
china relations and received praises among the community of chinese language publication worldwide
contemporary china review has been fulfilling its mission to provide independent chinese intellectuals and scholars
around the world with an open and free platform to discuss their research findings and express their opinions
especially now that the chinese communist party ccp totalitarian regime has almost completely suppressed the
freedom of speech and freedom of press in the most parts of chinese speaking world we are very excited to include
in this issue many in depth commentaries by various scholars and experts on current affairs in china and america

しあわせ仮説 2011-06
this book is not mere history it is an expose you won t know which is more shocking the lengths to which fdr and
new dealers like senators and future supreme court justices hugo black and sherman minton went to suppress
freedom of speech privacy and civil rights or the degree to which these efforts have been concealed by pro fdr and
new deal propagandists randy e barnett patrick hotung professor of constitutional law georgetown university law
center spying on citizens censoring critics imprisoning minorities these are the acts of communist dictators not
american presidents or are they franklin d roosevelt s legacy enjoys regular acclaim from historians politicians and
educators lauded for his new deal policies leadership as a wartime president cozy fireside chats and
groundbreaking support of the forgotten man fdr we have been told is worthy of the same praise as men like
washington jefferson and lincoln but is that true does the father of today s welfare state really deserve such
generous approbation or is there a dark side to this golden legacy the new deal s war on the bill of rights the untold
story of fdr s concentration camps censorship and mass surveillance unveils a portrait much different from the
standard orthodoxy found in today s historical studies deploying an abundance of primary source evidence and well
reasoned arguments historian and distinguished professor emeritus david t beito masterfully presents a complete
account of the real franklin d roosevelt a man who abused power violated human rights targeted dissidents and let
his crude racism imprison american citizens merely for being of japanese descent read it and discover how fdr
shamelessly censored critics of his administration barred them from the public square destroyed their careers and
even bankrupted them when possible locked up japanese american citizens in concentration camps built on
american soil sowed the seeds of today s out of control surveillance state and much much more here is an all too
rare portrait of a man who changed the course of american history not for the better read it and you ll never view
the fireside president the same again

Continental Reckoning 2023-02
timothy pickering was an important figure in the early american republic for more than fifty years he was deeply
entrenched in the political military and diplomatic affairs of the young nation he held important administrative posts
during the revolution two cabinet posts and served as a congressman senator and as a spokesman for the extremist
element of new england s federalists clarfield presents the first comprehensive biography of pickering and a critical
assessment of this controversial and often intractable man

The Reporter 1956
zusammenfassung this open access book sets out simple solutions to managing complex catastrophes it focusses
on four kinds of crises climate change crime war cascades epidemics and financial crises these catastrophes are
conceived as complex and prone to cascade effects this book is optimistic in explaining that there are identifiable
simple institutions that international society can strengthen and some simple principles that can help humankind to
control the expanding gamut of complex catastrophes that confront the planet including simple stable institutions
and regulatory bodies it draws on a wide range of current and past crises and challenges from the cold war to covid
19 and from weapons of mass destruction to restorative diplomacy with states like china to provide an urgent and
timely path forward it speaks to those interested in criminology public policy and international relations political
science sociology public health and economics john braithwaite is emeritus distinguished professor of the australian
national university and an interdisciplinary scholar of peacebuilding war crime business crime criminological theory
and regulation and governance he founded and was the first director of the school of regulation and global
governance regnet at anu many of his previous works can be downloaded from johnbraithwaite com

Woodrow Wilson 2009-11-03
the corcoran affair is a political thriller president tom corcoran is a tough talking conservative republican who built
his career by railing against liberals gays and social activists however just as he is about to launch his re election
campaign the president learns that he is hiv positive and likely to come down with aids the stunning news not only
endangers corcoran s presidency and threatens his marriage it also sets off a perilous test of wills between the
white house chief of staff seeking to cover up the president s health and an aggressive tabloid reporter hot on the
trail of the president s secret their battle raging from the front pages to the evening news to a hospital ward in the
midwest rivets the nation as the president struggles to save his presidency while the media try to uncover the truth

Contemporary China Review (2021 Summer Issue) 2021-06-15
rarely has a third political party in the united states exerted a force upon national events comparable to that of the
populists during the 1890s this force reached its climax in the presidential race of 1896 when the national reforms
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epitomized in the cry for free silver were at issue yet despite a number of recent studies confusion and error
regarding the populists in the crucial election of 1896 still persist robert f durden by extensive use of the papers of
marion butler populist senator from north carolina and national chairman of the party during the campaign sheds
new light upon many points the conduct of the st louis convention the role of tom watson and the fusion strategy
durden s work is not only valuable for its clarification of the populist campaign but also for the example it offers of
the practical working of american politics with the baffling balances among regions and groups

The New Deal’s War on the Bill of Rights 2023-10-10
introduction to the book this book is a novel modelled on plato s republic as a series of dialogues between a half
retired college professor and his former student taking place in several weeks in a row on various scenic and
memorable locations in hong kong in central on the peak on repulse bay and in stanley on hong kong island as well
as in cheung chau an outlying island of hong kong the story starts by the professor greeting and receiving his
former student julian to tea and for a friendly chat in the professors favourite old teahouse in central their
conversation initially centring around the current events taking place in hong kong soon evolves into an in depth
discussion of the immediate and subtler causes and factors leading to such a state of affairs that has been
described by the local media and the government as public activities since both the professor and julian find their
discussion and exchange very interesting and fruitful they decide to continue with it in the weeks that follow this
concludes part i which touches on the first word of the book s title watershed part ii introduces the concept of
nostalgia and both the professor and julian ruminate about happy and memorable past events while at the same
time describe and comment on less positive times and events in the days under british colonial rule the professor
also talks about an interesting and insightful book titled gweilo not in a derogatory way as it was the memoirs of a
british boy growing up in hong kong full of facts and humour but at the same time illustrative of the kind of
mentality of the british colonial ruling class in hong kong part ii concludes with a discussion about how the west
longs for a return of their former glory and world domination part iii is the crucial part of the book with wishful
thinking being interpreted on three levels the professor s personal level the level of the local people in hong kong
and the level of the west led by america in wishing for and actually making an effort to turn the clock back and
make america great again to illustrate the futility of such a wish the professor takes julian to the cemetery on
cheung chau island to look at a tombstone that echoes by analogy the legendary king arthur s wish to be the once
and future king of england the book ends with an epilogue describing the professor and julian going deep into the
reasons for the west s imperialism in the past 250 years and their wish now to make a come back instead of world
harmony and peaceful coexistence for all

Timothy Pickering and the American Republic 1980-07-15
ten essays on literature competition curiosity enthusiasm and truth from the teacher who inspired the dead poet s
society reveal the joys of teaching and the power of innovation over stale formalism

Simple Solutions to Complex Catastrophes 2024
the calamity of world war i spawned dozens of liberation movements among ethnic and religious groups throughout
the world none was more successful in realizing the goal of self determination than the czechs and slovaks from its
humble beginning the czecho slovak liberation movement grew into an impressive struggle that was waged from
the capitals of western europe to the frozen steppes of siberia its ranks included exiled propagandists war prisoners
turned legionaries and conspirators inside austria hungary this book shows how these groups overcame their
estrangements and coordinated their efforts to win independence for their homeland it also examines the
consequences of the czecho slovaks achievements including their entanglement in the russian civil war and their
impact on the postwar settlements that redrew the political boundaries of central europe

The Corcoran Affair 2004-12
gripping an amazingly audacious and completely innovative way of writing history william boyd an enthralling
narrative history with an international cast of characters that captures this definitive period after the close of the
great war lenin and hitler einstein and hemingway josephine baker and rosa luxemburg marcus garvey and mustafa
kemal key players and participants in a world on the cusp of modernity at a moment when anything seemed
possible as the first world war reaches its awful climax a shockwave of creative destruction is released europe is
torn apart by revolution america is in flames a deadly pandemic stalks the globe the curtain rises on a dangerous
and exciting new era not unlike our own of populists and prophets freedom fighters and fascists radical new ideas
and clashing ideologies contesting an uncertain future crucible is the collective diary of this era filled with vaulting
dreams dark fears grubby ambitions and the absurdities of chance encompassing both tragedy and humour it
brings immediacy and intimacy to a moment of deep historical transformation with consequences that echo down
to today dazzling a compelling patchwork depiction of an era tls this buoyant study of life after the great war
illuminates the part that chance plays in history observer

The Climax of Populism 2021-10-21
すべての人間は 生まれながらにして決して奪いえない天賦の権利を有する こうした自然権の思想は 19世紀に出現した歴史主義により徹底的な攻撃にさらされた 正義が自然に基礎をもつとするこの思想の否定こそ
が 20世紀における全体主義の台頭をもたらしたのである 自然権は擁護されなければならない では その可能性はどこに求められるべきか 本書では 自然の発見 という哲学の営みの根源にまで立ち返りつつ 古代ギ
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リシアから現代にいたる思想史を大胆に読みなおす 万人の自由と平等をうたう近代的理性それ自体の問題を浮き彫りにした 20世紀を代表する政治哲学者の主著

Congressional Record 1959
scholarly essay collection that considers whether the west is still a major force in international affairs or whether we
face a new world of competing states and shifting alliances in proposing possible counterterrorism strategies to
define a shared western security policy they offer an alternative to neoconservative and liberal viewpoints provided
by publisher

Watershed: Nostalgia and Wishful Thinking 2020-03-13
the author was the spouse of the head of san francisco hod carriers local 36 union

Letters to a Teacher 1962
in william howard taft s constitutional progressivism kevin j burns makes a compelling case that taft s devotion to
the constitution of 1787 contributed to his progressivism in contrast to the majority of scholarship which has viewed
taft as a reactionary conservative because of his constitutionalism burns explores the ways taft s commitment to
both the constitution and progressivism drove his political career and the decisions he made as president and chief
justice taft saw the constitution playing a positive role in american political life recognizing that it created a national
government strong enough to enact broad progressive reforms in reevaluating taft s career burns highlights how
taft rejected the laisser sic faire school which taught that the government ought to do nothing but run a police force
recognizing that the massive industrial changes following the civil war had created a plethora of socioeconomic ills
taft worked to expand the national government s initiatives in the fields of trust busting land conservation tariff
reform railroad regulation and worker safety law burns offers a fuller understanding of taft and his political project
by emphasizing taft s belief that the constitution could play a constructive role in american political life by
empowering the government to act and by undergirding and protecting the reform legislation the government
implemented moreover taft recognized that if the constitution could come to the aid of progressivism political
reform might also redound to the benefit of the constitution by showing its continued relevance and workability in
modern america although taft s efforts to promote significant policy level reforms attest to his progressivism his
major contribution to american political thought is his understanding of the us constitution as a fundamental law not
a policy oriented document in many ways taft can be thought of as an originalist yet his originalism was marked by
a belief in robust national powers taft s constitutionalism remains relevant because while his principles seem
foreign to modern legal discourse his constitutional vision offers an alternative to contemporary political divisions
by combining political progressivism liberalism with constitutional conservatism

Generation 1965
this book deals with a variety of issues of history of national security and of political economy and focuses on the
need for a dynamic perspective it emphasizes the development of ideas as the motor forces behind the economic
policies

The Economist 2008
in lincoln illuminated and remembered venerated lincoln scholar william c harris revisits neglected features of the
life and presidency of abraham lincoln that deserve further attention in this collection of essays written with his
characteristically inviting prose harris draws on decades of scholarship on america s most highly regarded president
to provide a fresh and fuller treatment of aspects of lincoln s political career and legacy that have not been
adequately analyzed by historians or biographers lincoln illuminated and remembered offers new perspectives on
lincoln s leadership with particular concern for the origins and development of lincoln s qualities as a leader harris
offers up the events of the mexican american war an early and often neglected feature of lincoln s political career
as a crucible for his political identity and vision another essay provides a detailed account of lincoln s support for
compensated emancipation highlighted by his plan to end the civil war and slavery lincoln s military leadership is
also described and analyzed along with his relationship with george b mcclellan ulysses s grant and other civil war
commanders harris deftly describes lincoln s respect for the law and the constitution and its effects on his policies
regarding southern secession political opposition in the north and guerrilla warfare in the west and along the
canadian border finally a biographical account of james rood doolittle lincoln s leading supporter in the senate is
offered within the context of president lincoln s relationship with congress the rise of the republican party and the
turbulent events of the civil war and reconstruction as harris argues throughout these essays lincoln s development
as commander in chief of the armies and his skills in dealing with congress proved essential in winning the war
ending slavery and elevating lincoln to the rank of america s greatest president an honor that was unthinkable at
his first inauguration

チベットの死者の書 1994
reprint of the original first published in 1856
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The Czecho-Slovak Struggle for Independence, 1914äóñ1920
2014-08-26
this book provides a holistic examination of india s relationship with the non proliferation regime and its dominant
structures

Crucible 2019-09-05
this book investigates the sociohistorical making of place and people in copenhagen from around 1900 to the
present day drawing inspiration from pierre bourdieu s sociology of social space and symbolic power and from loïc
wacquant s hypothesis of advanced marginality and territorial stigmatisation the book explores the genesis and
development of the notorious neighbourhood of copenhagen north west as an extraordinary place the north west
provides an illustrative case of danish welfare and urban history that questions the epitome on inclusive
copenhagen through detailed empirical analysis the book spotlights three angles and entanglements of the social
history of this area of copenhagen the production of socio spatial constructions and authoritative categorisations of
the neighbourhood especially by the state and the media the local social pedagogical interventions and symbolic
boundary drawings by welfare agencies in the neighbourhood and the residents subjective experiences of place
social divisions and dis honour in this way the making of place and people in the danish metropolis analyses how
social symbolical and spatial structures dynamically intertwine and contribute to the fashioning of divisions of
inequality and marginality in the city over the course of some 125 years it will appeal to scholars of sociology urban
studies and urban history with interests in social welfare

自然権と歴史 2013-12
this is an accessible lucid and stimulating account of the hidden psychology of politics and the hidden politics of the
psyche it is packed with original and imaginative ideas on economics nationalism good enough leadership the
citizen and the state women and men fatherhood and the citizen as a therapist of the world the author offers
trenchant and timely critiques of the crisis in contemporary politics the book will be important for politicians people
in management studies and the media members of the therapy world and all political activists

Is There Still a West? 2007

Love and Labor 2006-11

William Howard Taft's Constitutional Progressivism 2021-05-26

Peace, Prosperity, And Politics 2018-04-24

Lincoln Illuminated and Remembered 2023-05-22

Vassall Morton 1856

Vassall Morton 2024-01-02

India and the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Regime 2014-04-28

The Making of Place and People in the Danish Metropolis 2021-04-06

Politics on the Couch 2018-06-12
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